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Introduction 
We compare algebras that are (i) complete ultrametric spaces; (ii) inverse limits; 
and (iii) Scott domains; and we study the solution of equations and fixed point 
equations in these structures. Each of the three properties formalizes a method of 
constructing or approximating elements of the algebra, and each method can be 
used to solve equations in the algebra and, hence, to define a semantics for a class 
of computations. We will classify the ultrametric algebras in terms of certain inverse 
limits of algebras and, by associating a domain with an inverse limit, we will analyse 
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the solution of equations and fixed point equations in the inverse limits by means 
of fixed point methods for domains. 
Some of our concepts and results are generalizations to universal algebra of 
special constructions in semantics. The metric and algebraic onsiderations arise in 
work of Arnold and Nivat [2, 3]. In Nivat's algebraic semantics, algebras of finite 
and infinite trees and terms are used to interpret recursive program schemes by 
various means, including fixed point methods: see Nivat [17], Courcelle [10], 
Guessarian [12], and Arnold and Nivat [1], for example. These term algebras are 
in fact ultrametric algebras and, in [2, 3], this fact is used to give semantics by 
interpretations in complete ultrametric spaces. 
More recently, the above mentioned metric methods are adapted by De Bakker 
and Zucker to model concurrent processes in [7]. Furthermore, Bergstra nd Klop 
develop a purely algebraic theory of processes in [4, 8]. Here an important model 
of their axioms for processes i  constructed by inverse limits, and is used to define 
infinite processes from equational specifications. This algebraic theory is similar to 
the fixed point calculi of Milner and Hoare [ 16, 13] and one of our results, concerning 
the equivalence of equations and fixed point equations in inverse limits, allows us 
to deduce an equivalence between these approaches. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 we summarize properties of 
ultrametric algebras and consider the ultrametric obtained from a family {-~n : n c to} 
of separating congruences on an algebra A. We show that the inverse limit 
= l im A. 
is the ultrametric completion of the ultrametric algebra A and that, more generally, 
any ultrametric algebra A with nonexpansive operations has a completion obtained 
as the inverse limit of a family of separating congruences on A. 
In Section 2, in order to prepare for our study of equation solving, we define the 
domain representability of an algebra, and we show that the above inverse limit .4, 
and hence also A, is domain representable. This technique was introduced in [19] 
for the case of local rings. 
In Section 3 we define algebraic equations and fixed point equations and we 
compare their solution in the above inverse limit. A fixed point equation is built 
from algebraic terms that also involve an explicit fixed point operator. We define 
systems of guarded equations and guarded fixed point equations for A and prove 
they have unique solutions in A and that in particular they define or specify precisely 
the same subset of elements of A. Thus, according to convenience, it is possible to 
add or remove the fixed point operators in formulae interpreted over inverse limits. 
In Section 4 we apply these results to process algebra wherein we deduce that a 
process is definable by a guarded systems of equations (after Bergstra and Klop) 
if, and only if, it is definable by a guarded fixed point equation or even a closed 
guarded fixed point term (after Milner and Hoare). 
We thank the referee for useful comments on an earlier version of this paper. 
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1. Ultrametric algebras and inverse limits 
In this section we discuss ultrametric algebras and inverse limits of  algebras and 
we show that the topological completion of  an ultrametric algebra with nonexpansive 
operations can be obtained by an inverse limit construction. 
1.1. Definition. Let X ~ 0 be a set. A function d : X × X-~ R is a ultrametric on X 
i f  for x, y, z c X 
(i) a(x ,y )>~o,  
(ii) d(x ,y )=O ¢~ x=y,  
(iii) d(x ,  y )  = d(y,  x) ,  and 
(iv) a(x,y)<~max{ct(x, z), a(z,y)}. 
A pair (X, d), where X is a nonempty set and d is an ultrametric on X, is said 
to be an ultrametric space. Each ultrametric on X generates a topology via the 
topological base of sets 
B(x ; r )={y~X:d(x ,y )<r}  fo rx~Xandrc~.  
Let (X, d) and ( Y, d') be ultrametric spaces. A function f :  X"  ~ Y is said to be 
nonexpansive if 
d ' ( f (x~, . . . ,  x , ) , fO , , , . . .  , y , ) )  <~ max{d(xi, yi): 1 <~ i <~ n}. 
Each nonexpansive function is continuous. The function f is a contraction if there 
is a constant c < 1 such that 
d ' ( f (x l ,  . . . , xn) , f (y l ,  . . . , y , )  ) <~ c.  max{d(xi, yi): 1 <- i <~ n}. 
A X-algebra A = (A; ~r j , . . . ,  ~k) is said to be an ultrametric algebra if A is an 
ultrametric space and each operation ~ is continuous. We shall now define a class 
of  X-algebras which are ultrametric algebras with nonexpansive operations. 
1.2. Definition. Let A = (A; o'1, . . .  , O 'k )  be a X-algebra. Then {------n}n<~, is a family 
of  separat ing congruences on A i f  
(i) each -=~ is a congruence relation on A, 
(ii) x ~n+l Y ~ x ---ny, and 
(iii) (-'),<o~ -~, = {(x, x): x ~ a}.  
Consider a X-algebra A together with a family {-=n } n < ~ of separating congruences 
on A. Let (r,) be a sequence of strictly decreasing real numbers such that r ,~0.  
Then define an ultrametric on A by 
d(x ,y )={O i f x=y,  
rn if x ~ y, and n is the least s.t. x ~ ,  y. 
The distance function d is defined everywhere by (iii). It is easily seen to be an 
ultrametric, the ultrametric property (iv) following from the congruence property 
(ii). The operations in A are nonexpansive with respect o the ultrametric d since 
-=, is a congruence relation. 
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1.3. Examples. (i) Consider the term algebra T(X, X) over a signature X and a set 
of variables X. For t, t 'e T(X, X) define t ~n t' if t and t' are identical terms up to 
height n. Then {------n}n<,o is a family of separating congruences on the X-algebra 
T(X, X). 
(ii) Consider the polynomial ring 71[X] and define for f g • Z[X],  f -= .  g if J 
and g are equal up to degree n or, formally, f -g•  (Xn), the ideal generated by 
X n. Then {-=.}~<o~ is a family of separating congruences on ]e[X]. 
(iii) Let R be a local commutative ring with unique maximal ideal ~.  Define 
x=-ny ¢:> x -y6~ ~. 
By Krull's Theorem, (~.<~ ~"  ={0}, so {-=.}.<~, is a family of separating 
congruences. 
Let (X, d) be an ultrametric space. A sequence (x.) in X is said to be a Cauchy 
sequence if
(Ve>O)(3N)(Vm, n>~ N) (d(xm, x.)<e). 
The ultrametric space X is complete if each Cauchy sequence in X converges in X. 
Now consider a fixed X-algebra A = (A; ¢r l , . . . ,  ¢rk) together with a family of 
separating congruences {~.}.<~ on A. We shall construct an algebra .3,= 
(A; ~1, - . . ,  ~k) which is the completion of A as an ultrametric X-algebra. 
Let Ix].  denote the equivalence class of ~-. which contains x. Then 
a. =a/~.  ={[x] .  : x•a}  
is a X-algebra where the operations, which for simplicity are also denoted by ¢ri, 
are defined by 
~,( [x , ] , , . . . ,  [x,,],) : [~, (X l , . . . ,  x,,)],. 
These operations are well-defined since -=. is a congruence relation. For m <~ n, 
define &~ :A. --> Am by &,~([x].) = [x],.. Then &~, is a well-defined X-morphism by 
condition (ii) of Definition 1.2. Furthermore &~ =ida.  and &~' o 4~ = &~' whenever 
t ~< m ~< n. These observations say that {A. : n < to}, {4~ : m ~< n < w} is an inverse 
system of X-algebras which is surjective in the sense that each 4>~ is surjective. Let 
=lim~ A. be the projective or inverse limit with the associated 2-morphisms 
~. : A--> A.. To be concrete, we may take .4 to consist of all sequences consistent 
with respect o the X-morphisms of the inverse system, that is 
~b. (a .+0=a.  . 
n=O 
is a X-algebra by defining, for ~r a t-ary operation, 
~((a , , ) , , .  . . ,  (a , , ) , )  = (~(a ,° , .  . . ,  a , , ) ) , .  
Furthermore, &,. :A--> a, .  is defined by ~m((a.).)  = a,.. 
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Let vn :A~ An be the canonical Z-morphism defined by v . (x )= [x],,. Then v., = 
¢~,ov~ for m<~n, so there is a unique Z-morphism O:A-~A commuting the 
following diagram: 
,~ ~- 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 
Am 
Suppose O(a) = O(b). Then ¢,(  O(a)) = (o,( O(b)) for each n and hence v,,(a) = v,(b). 
Expressed differently, a ---, b for each n. But then a = b by (iii) of Definition 1.2. 
It follows that 0 is injective so that 0 embeds A into A. 
Suppose we have made A into an ultrametric space as described above, using the 
sequence (r,). Then we define a distance function d on A by 
~(x ,y )  = {0 i fx  =y,  
r, i f xCy ,  andn is the leasts . t .~ , (x )  e(o,(y) .  
It is easily verified that d is an ultrametric on .3,. 
1.4. Theorem. Suppose A = (A; ~r~,.. . ,  ~rk) is a X-algebra together with a family oj 
separating congruences {---,},<~ and let ,4 = (A; ~ l , . . . ,  &k) = lim~ A/~, .  Choose a 
sequence ( rn) of strictly decreasing positive real numbers uch that r, --> 0 and let d and 
be the ultrametrics for A and ,4 respectively, as defined above with respect o the 
sequence ( r,). Then the following holds: 
(i) /~ is a complete ultrametric Z-algebra. 
(ii) The unique X-morphism 0 : A--> ,4 commuting the diagram above is an isometry 
with respect o d and d. 
(iii) A is dense in ,4. 
Proof. (i) To show that A is complete, suppose (x.) is a Cauchy sequence in .4. 
Then for each n there is some hi. such that s, t ~> N. ~ d(x,,  x,) < rn or, in other 
words, 4~n (x~) = ~. (x,). Let f :  to ~ to be the increasing function which given n chooses 
the least such N.. We claim that x = (¢n(XrI.~)). e "~'. For given m ~< n then 
n ¢~(¢ . (Xr , .  )) = ~;,.(Xr(. ) = ~,n(xl .,/) 
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since f is increasing. To see that x,--> x, consider n and t >~f(n). Then 
¢. (x )  = 6.(xs( .~) = ¢ . (x , )  
so that at(x, x,) < r,. 
(ii) The metrics are defined with respect o the same sequence (r,) so 0 is an 
isometry since v, = ~, o 0 for each n. 
(iii) Given x e ,3, and n choose a e A such that v , (a )= 4~,(x). Then d(x,  O(a))< 
r,, so O[A] is dense in .4. [] 
1.5. Examples. Referring to Examples 1.3 we have that the completion of T(2,  X )  
is T~(2,  X ) ,  the 2-algebra of infinite and finite terms and the completion of Z[X] 
is the ring of formal power series 77[[X]]. Furthermore the construction is a standard 
one for the completion of a local ring. 
The following theorem shows that the above construction of the completion is 
general in topological terms for all ultrametric algebras with nonexpansive 
operations. 
1.6. Theorem. Suppose A=(A;  t r l , . . . ,  Ok) is any ultrametric 2-algebra where 
o'l , . . . , Crk are nonexpansive operations. Then there is a family of  separating congruences 
{-=,} on A such that 
(i) .4 = (.3,; tk l , . . . ,  ~k) = lim~ a/=--, is a complete ultrametric 2-algebra, 
(ii) there is a 2-morphism 0 : A ~ ,4 such that 0 is an embedding, i.e. 0 is continuous 
and injective, and 
(iii) each xc  A is the limit of  some sequence (O(a,)) . . . .  where (a,) is a Cauchy 
sequence in A. In particular, O[ A ] is dense in A. 
Proof. We may without loss of topological generality assume that the ultrametric 
d on A is bounded. Define a family of separating congruences { - ,}  on A by 
x=- ,y  ¢:> d(x ,y )<~r ,  
where (r,) is a strictly decreasing sequence of positive real numbers uch that r, --> 0. 
Then we obtain .3, = (3,; t~ , . . .  ,~k) and the injective 2-morphism O:A--> ,4 by the 
construction of Theorem 1.4. To see that 0 is continuous, just observe that the 
identity on A is a homeomorphism between (A, d) and (A, d') where d' is the 
ultrametric on A obtained from {-=,}. This observation also suffices for (iii). [] 
2. Inverse limits and domains 
We show how to embed a complete ultrametric algebra obtained by the inverse 
limit construction into a structured omain. It then follows that any ultrametric 
algebra can be embedded into such a domain. 
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First we recall some concepts from domain theory; for a detailed introduction 
see [11]. Let D = (D;  E, _1_) be a partially ordered set with least element ±. A set 
A_c D is directed if A¢13 and if x, yea  then there is zcA  such that x__z and 
yFz .  D is a complete partial order (cpo) if every directed set Ac_ D has a least 
upper bound in D, denoted I I  A. An element a 6 D is said to be compact if whenever 
a=_l ] A, where A is directed, then there is x6  A such that a~x.  Let Dc ={a c D: 
a compact}, and for each x ~_ D let approx(x )= {a c Dc : a_c x}, the set of  compact 
approximations of  x. A cpo D is algebraic if approx(x) is a directed set and 
x = L_J approx(x) for each x c D. D is consistently complete if whenever a, b e Dc 
are consistent, i.e. {a, b} is bounded in D, then [ [  {a, b} exists in D. A domain is a 
consistently complete algebraic cpo. 
A function f :D~E between domains is said to be continuous if f (x )= 
[1 {f(a) :  a ~ approx(x)} for each x ~ D. In particular, a continuous function f is 
monotone and f([_J A) = [_If(A) for each directed set. Furthermore, each monotone 
f :D ,~E has a unique continuous extension f :D~E,  namely f (x )= 
11 {f (a) :  a ~ approx(x)}. This concept of  continuity corresponds to the topological 
notion with respect o the Scott topology generated by the topological base of sets 
B, ={x:  a~_x} for acD~. 
Let D~, . . . ,  Dn be domains. Then the cartesian product D~ x • • • x D,  is a domain 
with the order =_ defined coordinate-wise. It is easily verified that (D~ x • • • x D,)~ = 
D~, x • • • x D~c , that the projection functions are continuous and that f :  Dl x • • • x 
D, ~ E is continuous if and only if f is continuous in each argument. 
Let D be a domain and suppose ~b :D" ~ D is continuous, n >/1. Then for 1 ~< i <~ n, 
fixg(4~) ; D" 1 ~ D is defined by 
f iX i ( (~) (X l ,  " " " ' Xi 1, X i+ l , ' ' ' '  Xn) 
= least b s . t .  ( ] ) (x1 ,  . . . , Xi_l,  b, xi+l, . . . ,  xn) = b. 
Clearly fixi(tb) is always defined, since we may just consider the xj as parameters. 
By routine arguments one shows that fixi (th) is continuous whenever 4~ is continuous. 
For a domain D we denote by D,, the set of  maximal elements in D, i.e. 
D,, = {x c D: xEy  ~ x = y}. On giving Dm the subspace topology from the Scott 
topology on D, it is easily seen that Dm is a Hausdorff space. In fact, if a ~ D,. and 
x c Dm-  B, then there is b ~ approx(x) such that Ba c~ Bb = 13. It follows that D,, 
has a clopen base. 
Let A= (A: o-1 . . . .  , ok) be a fixed 2;-algebra and let {-=,},<~o be a family of 
separating congruences on A. Let .3= (.3,; ~1 , . - - ,  ~k) be the completion of  A 
obtained via the projective limit construction of  Theorem 1.4. First we shall construct 
a domain D(/] ) ,  whose set of  maximal elements D(A)m is .4, such that the ultrametric 
topology on A obtained from {---n} is the subspace topology induced by the Scott- 
topology on D(,~). Later we extend the construction so that the operations in A 
also are represented in D(,3.) thus obtaining a structed domain or 2; -domain.  An 
analogous construction for the special case of a local ring was first given in [19]. 
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In our construction we use the notation from Section 1. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that -=o is the trivial congruence A x A. Let D( ,4)= ,4 u (U~<~o A~) and 
define a relation E on D(,4) by 
xr -y  ¢:~ (xcAm&yeAn&O~(y)=x)  
v (x~Am &yc ,4& c~,,,(y)=x) 
v (x~A&ye,4&x=y) .  
Then put ± = [X]o, which is the unique element in Ao by our assumption on ~-o. 
2.1. Lemma. D( ,4 )=(D( ,4 ) ;  =__; ±) is a domain and its set of compact elements 
D(,4)c = Un<,o An. Furthermore D(/ i )m =/ i  and approx(x) = {q~n(x): n < to} for 
each x ~ ,fi. The subspace topology on A induced by the Scott-topology on D(,Ei ) is the 
ultrametric topology on / i  induced by {-=~} . . . .  
Proof. Observe that (Un<~ An ; r-) is an to-tree with least element ± and that the 
infinite branches correspond exactly to the elements in A. With this observation at 
hand, all statements but the last are easily verified. To see that the metric topology 
on A is the one induced by the Scott-topology it suffices to note that for x, y c A, 
d(x ,y )<r ,  ¢~ ~, , (x )=~(y)  ¢~ ~b~(x)=_y. [] 
We have yet to show how to embed the X-algebra A = (A; oh , . . . ,  Ok) into D(.3,) 
considered as a X-algebra: We must show how to interpret the operations o '1 , . . . ,  O'k 
on D(A). 
2.2. Definition. A structure D= (D; _=, ±; 01 . . . .  , ~tk) is a structured domain or 
X-domain if 
(i) (D; E, ±) is a domain, and 
(ii) each ~bi s a continuous ni-ary operation on D, i.e. 0i: Dn' ~ D is continuous, 
where the arity is given by the signature X. 
To complete the representation of the X-algebra A in D(,4) we need to find 
operations 01 , - . - ,  ~Ok on D(A) making D(,3,) into a X-domain such that 
O( tri( al , . . . , a,,) ) = t~i( O( al), . . . , 0(an,)) 
for each a l , . . .  , an, C A. When this is accomplished we say that the E-domain 
D(,4) = (D(,4); E, _L; 01, . . . ,  tPk) represents A. 
When making D(A) into a X-domain we may have some choice in how to define 
the operations on the compact elements, which is crucial for arguments using fixed 
points. Let h:to ~ to be a strictly monotone function. We say that f :A"~ A is 
h-congruent if for each m, 
al =-m b l , . . . ,  an =-m bn ~ f (a l  . . . . .  an) ~A(m>f(b l , . . . ,  bn). 
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Thus each operat ion o-i i s /d -congruent ,  where id is the identity function. Sometimes 
we can do better: for example,  if tyi is a constant, i.e. a 0-ary function, then ~ri is 
A-congruent for each A. 
Let f :  A" -~ A be A-congruent.  Then define 4~ : D(,4)'~I-+ D(,4) by 
* a 
4~j([ , ] , , , , ' - . ,  [a , , ] , , , , )=[ f (a , ,  . . ,  a,)]a(m> 
where m = min{m~, . . . ,  ink}. By convention, if n = 0 then m = to and 4~*, = [a]ai,ol = 
O(a), i.e. constants are interpreted appropr iately.  
2.3. Lemma. Let f : A '  -+ A be A-congruent. Then #a  I is well-defined and monotone. 
Proof. That q~a is wel l -def ined fol lows from the A-congruence o f f  Suppose [a~],,, E f 
[b l ] , , , . . . ,  [a,]m,,~-[b,],,,. Then mi<-t~ and [ai],,, = [b~]m, for i=  1 , . . . ,  n. Let m = 
ra in{m, , . . . ,  m,} and t = min{t l , . . ,  t,}. Then m ~< t and 
h a 
(~; ( [  1] . . . . . .  , [a . ]m, , )=~([a l ]m, . . . , [a . ] , , , )  
= 6) ( [b , ]m, - - . ,  [b,]m) 
= [ f (b l ,  • • •, b,)]a~ml 
~[f (b , , . . . ,b , ) ] , l ,~  s incere  <-t 
A b , . . . ,  =4,,([  ,],, [b.],,,). [] 
It follows that we may extend &.l ~ to a continuous function 4~r-D(A) -+  D(A).  
In fact, for x l , . . , x ,  ~ A, 
= u , & 
m 
2.4. Lemma. Let f :  A"  + A be a-congruent. Then fo r  each a~ , . . . , a, ~ A 
O(f(a,,. . . ,  a, ) )  = &) (0(a l ) , . . . ,  O(a,)). 
Proof. Let a~, . . . ,  a,  c .4. Then 
4,,~(0(a,),..., O(a,,)) = II 4,~(~,,O(a,),. . . ,  ~,,,O(a,)) 
i n  
= LJ cb ~([ al] , , ,  . . . , [ a , ] , , )  
m 
= LJ [ f (a l  . . . .  , a . ) ] ,{ . , ) .  
m 
Since [a] ,~_O(a) for each aeA and t<to ,  we have 
I I  [ f (a ,  . . . .  , a , ) ] , i , , l~_ O( f (a l , . . . ,  a , ) ) .  
rn  
But A (m)/> m since A is strictly monotone so LJ,, [ f (a~, . . . ,  a,)] ,{ml C D( .4) , ,  and 
hence 
LJ [ f (a ,  . . . .  , a, ) ] ,~, ,~ = O(f(a~,..., a,)). [] 
m 
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Thus we have shown that each A-congruent function f :A  "-->A is extended 
continuously to the whole domain D(,4) by the. By similar arguments one easily 
proves 
2.5. Lemma. Let  y : to~to  and  A : to-->to be strictly monotone  and  suppose y (m)<~ 
A(m) fo r  al l  m < w. I f  f : A " -> A is A-congruent  then f is y -congruent  and  fo r  all 
X l , . . . , Xn  ~ A , 
6) (x , , .  • • ,  x° )  = 6~(x , ,  • • • ,  x° )  e A .  
Thus ,4 = D(,4)m is closed under ~l ~ and the choice of A plays no role on ,4. 
However, the choice of A does effect the behaviour of 4~) on D( ,4 ) ,  and hence the 
process of taking fixed points of such functions. To summarize we have 
2.6. Theorem. Let  A = ( A ;  ~r~ , . . . , crk ) be a Z -a lgebra  a long with a fami ly  o f  separat ing 
congruences  {---,},<~ on A ,  and  assume that each cr~ is Ai-congruent. Then D(A)= 
(D(,4); E__, ±;  qb,~',,. . ,  ch,~) is a Z -domain  represent ing A.  
The theorem is extended to an arbitrary ultrametric 2;-algebra s follows: 
2.7. Theorem. Let  A = (A; trl , . . . , ~k ) be an u l t rametr ic  ~,-algebra with nonexpans ive  
operations. Then there is a ~, -domain represent ing A.  
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that the ultrametric d on A is 
bounded, since the operations remain nonexpansive when replacing an unbounded 
ultrametric by a bounded one. Constructing {-=,,} and then ,4 as in the proof of 
Theorem 1.6 we see that each o-i is id-congruent so that D(A)= (D(,4);_~, A_; 
id id (h .... . . . ,  ~b~k) represents A. [] 
Suppose we are given a bounded ultrametric Z-algebra A = (A; o1, . . . , Ok)  with 
nonexpansive operations and suppose (possibly after reordering) that or1,. . . ,  or, 
are contraction operations with constants c l , . . . ,  c, respectively. Choose c < 1 such 
that ei~ < c for i=  1 , . . . ,  t. Then define a family of separating congruences {-=,} 
on A by 
x=--~y ¢:> d(x ,y )~re"  
where r is a bound for the given ultrametric d on A. Suppose cri is ni-ary and assume 
that x~ -=my1, . . . ,  x,, --=mY,,. Then 
d(o ' i (x , ,  . . . , x,~), cr i(y,,  . . . , y , , )  ) <~ c~ " max{d(xj, y~): 1 <~j ~< ni} 
Cl " rc  m ~ rc  m+l  
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so that ~r~ is s-congruent, where s is the successor function on to. Thus we obtain 
the following theorem: 
2.8. Theorem. Let A = (A; ~r~,..., ~g) be a bounded ultrametric ~,-algebra with con- 
traction operations ~r~,..., ~r, and nonexpansive operations cr,+~,..., ok. Then there 
is a family of separating congruences {-=,},<~ on A such that D(A)= (D(,4); _~, _L; 
s s id id 6~, , . . . ,  qb~,, 6 ..... . . . ,  cp,~) represents A, where ,4 = lim~ A/=-,. 
3. Algebraic and fixed point equations 
Throughout this section we consider a fixed 2~-algebra A = (A; ~ ,  . . . ,  ~rk) along 
with a family of separating congruences {~,} ..... on A. We will define a set of 
guarded fixed point terms ~J(X, ~),  script G for guarded or Greibach, and for each 
such term t with free variables among X~, . . . ,  X, we will define a continuous 
function (b, : D(A)" ~ D(/~), the interpretation of t with respect o X~, . . . ,  X,. Then 
making precise the notion of a guarded system of equations we will use the domain 
representation to prove our main theorems. 
Let s :w-~w be the successor function and let Sg={~r~X;  tr is s-congruent on 
A}. Note that we do not bother to syntactically distinguish between the syntactic 
object ~r c/~ and the correspoonding operation ~r in our fixed algebra A. We say 
that o 'cZ  is a guarded operation symbol if o-cSg. If o-~S~ we say that o- is 
unguarded. 
Let .4 = lim~ A~ =-, and let D = D(/~) be the structured omain constructed in 
Theorem 2.6, where ~rc2~ is represented by qS~, if o- is guarded and by ~bff if o- is 
unguarded. Note that each constant a ~ Z is represented by O(a). 
3.1. Definition. Let ~ be a countably infinite set of variables. Then the set FT(Z, ~)  
of fixed point terms over ~ and ~T, is defined inductively by 
(i) X6~ ~ XcFT(2 ,~) ,  
(ii) o-6Z, ~rn-ary, h , . - . , t ,  cFT(2 ,~)  ~ ~r(h , . . .  , t . ) cFT(S ,~) ,  
(iii) X c ~, t c FT(2, ~)  ~ tzXt c FT(2, ~). 
An occurrence of a variable X in a term t c FT(£, ~f) is said to be free if the 
occurrence is not contained in a subterm tzXt' of t. We denote by FV(t) the set of 
variables which occur free in t. 
We now define syntactic substitution of terms into a term. 
3.2. Definition. Let t~, . . . ,  tk c FT(~, ~). Then t [h , . . . ,  tk /X1 , . . . ,  Xk] is defined 
inductively on t as follows, writing ! for h , . . . ,  tk and X for X~, . . . ,  Xk" 
(i) If t---- Y then 
Y if Y# X~ for each i, 
tD /_X]  = 
ti i f  Y = X~ for  some i. 
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(ii) I f  t=t r (S l , . . . ,&)  then 
t [ s /X ]  = ,T (s ,ES /_x] , . . . ,  sdS, _x]). 
(ill) I f  t = ixZt' then 
txZ(t'[xlX_ ]) 
t[t_/X] = ixY( t ' [  r / z ] [ t /X ] )  
if Z is not among X~ . . . .  , Xk and 
not free in h,  • • •, tk, 
else, where Y is not among X~, . . . ,  Xk 
nor free in q, . . . ,  tk nor free in txZt'. 
3.3. Definition. To each t c FT(Z, ~)  and each sequence of distinct variables 
X~, . . . ,  X,  ~ ~ with FV(t) c_ {X1, • •. ,  X,} we defne a continuous function ~bt : D" -> 
D (where D= D(,4)), the interpretation o f t  w.r.t. X1 , . . . ,  Xn, as follows: 
(i) I f  t = Xi then ~b~ : D" --> D is defined by ~bt(x~,..., xn) -- xi, (the ith projection 
function). 
(ii) I f  t -- t r ( t l , . . . ,  h) then FV(t) -- U i  FV(t~). Thus ~b,, : D" ~ D may be assumed 
defined w.r.t. X1, .. • ,X,. Then define 
@,= ~o,~, ,x .  • • x ~,,, 
i.e. 
gb,(xl, . . . , x,) = 6~(tht,(Xl . . . .  , x,), . . . , ~b,,(x,,. . . ,  x,)) 
where A = s if o- is guarded and )t = id if cr is unguarded. 
(iii) I f  t = tzZt' we distinguish between two cases. 
Case 1: Z is not among X1 . . . .  , X , .  Then FV(t') c_ {Z, X1 , . . . ,  X,} and ~b,,: D "+1 
D may be assumed defined w.r.t. Z, X1 , . . . ,  X, .  Then define 
~b, = fix~(~b,,) : D" -~ D. 
Case 2: Z = X~for  some i. Let Yc  ~ be such that Y does not occur in t' and Y 
is not among X~ . . . .  ,X , .  Then FV( t ' [Y /Z] )G{Y ,X~, . . . ,X ,}  and hence 
¢ctY/X]: D "+1~ D may be assumed defined w.r.t. Y, X~, . . . ,  X, .  Then define 
cht = fixl( gor,t y/z]):  D"  ~ D. 
Remarks. (i) It is clear by the results of  Section 2 that each th, is continuous, and 
that the definition of  ~b, is independent of  the choice of  Y in clause (iii) case 2. 
(ii) Note that we do distinguish between syntactic variables, i.e. elements of  ~, 
and variables in our theory varying over some structure. The former are denoted 
by capitals and the latter by lower case letters. 
A necessary observation is that our interpretation of  terms respects syntactic 
substitution. We need only the following special case. 
3.4. Lemma. Let cht : D"  -> D be the interpretation of  t c FT(,~, ~)  w.r.t. X1, . . . ,  Xn. 
Let Y1, . . . ,  Yn be any sequence of  variables, let t '=  t[ Y1 . . . . .  Y J  X I ,  . . . , X~] and 
let ¢bc be the interpretation o f t '  w.r.t. Y1, . . . ,  Yn. Then ¢b, = Chc. 
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Proof. By induction on t. We only consider the case t = t*Zq. There are two cases. 
Case 1. Z is not among X = X1 , . . . ,  X, nor among Y= Y1, . . . ,  I",. Then t '= 
I.~Zh[ Y/X] .  Letting t'l = h[ Y/X]  we have by the induction hypothesis that ¢,1 = ¢,;, 
where ~b,, is interpreted w.r.t. Z, X~, . . . ,  Xn and ¢,~ is interpreted w.r.t. Z, I , '1,... ,  Y.. 
But then 
~t  = f iX , ( [~l l )  = f iX l (¢ l~)  = ~bi.,. 
Case 2. Choose W•;~ not in t nor among X~, . . . ,Xn  nor among Y~, . . . ,  ii,. 
Suppose first that Z = Xi for some i. Let t2 = h[ W/Z] .  Then, by definition, 0, = 
fix1(¢,2) where 0,2 is interpreted w.r.t. W, X1 , . . . ,X , .  Let t '2=t2[Y/X] .  Then 
t '=~Wt'2 by the definition of syntactic substitution. By the induction hypothesis 
¢,2 = ¢,.~ w.r.t. W, X~, . . . ,  X,  and W, Y~, . . . ,  II, respectively and hence 
¢,, = fix,(4,,~) = f ix , (¢ , )  = ¢,.  
Now suppose Z is not among X1 , . . . , x ,  but Z= Y~ for some L Again, let t2= 
h[W,Z] .  By the induction hypothesis 6,2=¢,, w.r.t. W, X~, . . . ,An  and Z, 
X~, . . . ,  X, respectively. But t '=l~Wt'  2 where t'2 = t2[Y/X]. Inductively we again 
have 6,2 = ¢,~ w.r.t. W, X~ . . . .  , X, and W, Y~,. . . ,  Y, respectively and hence 
4,, = f ix , (0 , , )=  f ix l (¢ , )= f ix , (¢ ,~)= ¢,..  []  
The set of terms FT(Z, ~)  is too large for our purposes. In particular, 4 need 
not be closed under interpetations ¢,. 
A variable X is guarded in the term t • FT(Z, ~)  if each free occurrence of X in 
t is contained in a subterm o ' ( t l , . . . ,  tk) with trc2;g. Otherwise X is unguarded 
in t. Of course, if X does not occur free in t then X is guarded in t. 
The following proposition illustrates the effect of unguarded variables on the 
interpreted functions: 
3.5. Proposition. I f  Xi is unguarded in t • FT(Z, ~)  and ¢, is the interpretation of  t 
w.r.t, x l , . . . ,  X ,  then 
~)t (X l ,  " ' "  , Xi l ,  ~-, Xi+l . . . .  , Xn) : "j- 
for each xl ,  • • •, xi 1 , Xi+l , " • • , Xn  • D ,  
Proof. Easy induction on t. [] 
We now define the appropriate subclass of guarded fixed point terms. 
3.6. Definition. The set ~(2, ~f) of ~-terms over 2 and ~, is defined inductively by 
(i) and (ii) as in Definition 3.1 and by 
(iii) X e ~f, t e ~(Z, ~)  and X guarded in t ~ i~Xt • ~(Z, ~).  
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Let p : D = D(A) ~ to w {to} be the rank function defined by 
{2  ifxeA/=--.,,  
p(x)= i fxeA .  
Then we have the following technical lemma: 
3.7. Lemma. Let c~, : D" ~ D be the interpretation of  t ~ ~( X, ~)  
Then for xl , . . . , x, c D, 
(a) p(cb,(x~, . . . ,  x , ) )  >- min{p(xi): i = 1 , . . . ,  n}, and 
(b) i f  I ~ {1, . . . ,  n} and Xi is guarded in t for i ~ I then 
min{p(xi): i c I} < min{p(xi): i ~ I} 
implies 
w.r.t. Xl , .  o. , X n. 
min{p(xi): i c I} < p( 4)t(x,, . . . , x , )  ). 
By induction on ~d-terms. If t = X~ for some i, the lemma is trivially true. 
4,°,(_x) = ±,  
~,+I (x )  = ~,)t,( ~)tn,(X), X). 
Let m=min{p(xg) :  i= l , . . . ,n}ctou{to} .  Then it follows from the induction 
hypothesis, ince Z is guarded in t', that 
p(4 , , , ( _x ) )<m ~ p(6,,(x_))<p(c~7,+')_x)). 
But then ~b,(x)/> m, that is (a) holds. For (b) suppose X~ is guarded in t, and hence 
in t', for i~ I and suppose mo=min{p(x~): ic  I}<min{p(x~):  i~ I}. Then, again by 
the induction hypothesis, 
p(C~,,(x_)) <~ mo ~ p(~,,,(_x)) < p(4,,,+'(_x)). 
thus p(q~,(_x))> mo, that is (b) holds. [] 
where 
Proof. 
x X Suppose t= ~( t l , . . . ,  tk) SO &,(X)= ¢~(~,,(_ ) , . . . ,  &,k(~))" Then (a) trivially fol- 
lows from the induction hypotheses. If o- is guarded then h = s and hence (b) follows 
from the definition of ~b~. Suppose g is unguarded. Then for each i e I, Xi is guarded 
in each tj. Thus, assuming min{p(xi): i E I}<min{p(x i ) :  i~ I} ,  we have by the 
induction hypotheses that 
min{p(xi): i c I} < p(~bt,(x)). 
But then (b) follows from (a). 
Now assume t = izZt', where Z is guarded in t'. By Lemma 3.4 we may assume 
Z is not among X1 . . . . .  X,. But then 
,~,(_x) = fix,(g,,,)(_x) = I I  4, 7,(_x), 
n 
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3.8. Definition. A function 4' : D" --) D is :g-definable if 4, = 4,, for some t 6 :g(,Y, ~) ,  
where 4,, is the interpretation of  t w.r.t, some sequence X~, . . . ,  Xn. 
3.9. Lemma. Suppose 4, : D"  --> D is :g-definable. Then for each a l , . . . ,  a, c :~, 
4,(a, , .  .. , a , )c  A. 
Proof. By induction on :g-terms. The case when t is a variable is trivial. I f  
t = c r ( f i , . . . ,  tk) then the result follows from the induction hypotheses and Lemma 
2.5. Finally suppose t = ~Zt '  where Z is guarded in t'. Let _a = a l , . . . ,  an c ,4 and 
b = 4,t(_a). Then b = 4,,,(b, a) and hence p(b) = to by Lemma 3.7(b). [] 
Thus .4 is closed under :g-definable functions. In particular, if 4, is a 0-ary 
:g-definable function, i.e. a :g-definable constant, then 4, c .4. We say that a c A is 
:g-definable if a is a 0-ary :g-definable function i.e. a is defined by a closed :g-term. 
3.10. Definition. A,.~ = {a c ,4: a is :g-definable}. 
We shall show that A,~ is a ,Y-structure, and in fact, that A~ is closed under 
:g-definable functions. More generally, we show that :g-definable functions are 
closed under composition. 
3.11. Lemma. Let O: D k -> D and q/i: D" -> D be :g-definable for i = 1 , . . . ,  k. Then 
4, : D" ~ D defined by 4,(_x) = 0(q/~(_x),..., ~k(_X)) is :g-definable. 
Proof. By induction on :g-terms t for 0. It is trivially true if t is a variable. Suppose 
t = o - ( t l , . . . ,  tt) and 0= 4,, w.r.t. Y~, . . . ,  Yk. By the induction hypotheses (and 
Lemma 3.4) there are variables X~, . . . ,  Xn and :g-terms t '~, . . . ,  tl such that 
4, , , (q , , (x ) , . . . ,  4:k(_x)) = 4,,:(x) 
where 4,,; is interpreted w.r.t. X1 , . . . ,  X, .  Let t '=  tT(t ' l , . . . ,  t~) and consider 4,,, 
w.r.t. X~, . . . ,  Xn. Then 
~,,(_x) = ~,(~,~(_x) .... , ~,:(_x)) 
= ~:,(~,,(~,(_x),..., ~,~(_x)),..., ~,,(~,,(_x),..., ~,k(_x))) 
= o(~,,(_x),..., ~(_x)) 
= ~(_~). 
Now suppose t = i~Zt~, Z is guarded in t~ and not among Y l ,  • • • , Yk  (again by 
Lemma 3.4), and 4,, = 0 w.r.t. Y~, . . . ,  Yk. Let q,(z, x) = 4,,,(z, 4q(_x),.. . ,  qJk(_X)) 
where 4,,, is interpreted w.r.t. Z, Y I , . . . ,  Yk. By the induction hypothesis, there is 
a :g-term t2 such that ~0 = 4,,2 w.r.t. W, X~, . . . ,  Xn. But then 
4,,2(z, _x) : 4,,,(z, q , , (_x) , . . . ,  4,~(_x)) 
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and hence 
4,~w,2(_x) = fix,(60(_x) 
= fix,(4~,,)(6,(_x),..., q,~(x)) = ¢(_x). (.) 
It remains to show that W is guarded in t2. Suppose W were unguarded in t2. Then 
~b,~(±, x )= _l_ by Proposit ion 3.5 for all _x. But then 4~,,w,2(_x)= ±. Choosing _x e A, 
this contradicts Lemma 3.9 and (*). [] 
3.12. Theorem. Let ch : D" ~ D be Y-definable. Then t~(a  I . . . .  , a , )e  A~ for each 
a l  , . . . ~ an  G A¢  ~.  
Proof. Let $~ be the 0-ary ~d-definable function defining a~. Then ~b o ~ x .  • • x $, 
is %definable by Lemma 3.11 and defines ~b(a~,. . . ,  an). [] 
We now consider systems of  equations• Let tl, •. •, tne ~(,~, ~)  and assume that 
the free variables of  each ti are among X1 , . . . ,  X , ,  Z1 , . . . ,  Zm, where, as usual, 
these variables are assumed to be distinct. Consider the system E of  equations over 
~(.~, ~)  
X1 = tl 
E 
[Xn  = t,. 
We interpret E over D by letting 4),, be the interpretation of ti w.r.t. X I ,  .. •, X, ,  
Z1, • • •, Zm in the usual way. 
Let E be a system of equations as above and let Y be a variable. Then we denote 
by X~ -% Y that Y is unguarded in t~. We say that E is guarded if -% is well-founded. 
Of  course, any non-well - founded chain involves only variables X~. 
3.13. Theorem. Let E be a guarded system of  equations over ~(~, ~)  
E I X l  = tl 
L Xn t, 
and assume that the free variables of  each t~ are among X~ . . . . .  X , .  Then E has a 
unique solution (al, . . . , a,) over D, and (a l , .  . ., a , )e  A~. 
Before proving Theorem 3.13 we need the following technical observation: 
3.14. Lemma. Let s, t e qJ(~, 2~) be such that FV(s )c  {XI . . . .  , X~} and FV( t )~ 
{ Y, X1, . . . , X~} and let t* = t[ s / Y ]. I f  X~ is unguarded in t ' then X~ is unguarded in 
t or Xi is unguarded in s and Y is unguarded in t. 
Proof. By an easy induction on t. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.13. By induction on n. For n = 1, we obtain over D 
X 1 = {~btl(X1) 
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where X l is guarded in t,. Let 
a = f ix t ( th , , )  = ~x, , , .  
Thus a c A~ and a is the unique solution, since a is the least fixed point and a c ,3,. 
Now suppose the theorem is true for all guarded systems of n equations. Let E 
be the guarded system 
I Y = to 
E ~ x l  7 tl 
Itx° - tn" 
Let ~o(X) = fixl(~bto)(_x) = ~y,o(_X). For i= 1 , . . . ,  n let t~* = ti[p.Yto/Y]. Then put 
qd_x) = ~,,(~o(_X), _x) = 6,,*(_x) 
where the last equality is proved by a straightforward induction on ti. Consider the 
system of equations E* 
E ,{X l  = tl* 
xo t~*. 
Then E* is guarded by Lemma 3.14 and hence, inductively, E* has a unique solution 
g = (a l , . . . ,  an)~A~. That is 
a, : q,,(_a ) = 6,,  ( ~o(_a ), _a ). 
Let  
b : ~o(_a) : f i x , (¢ ,o ) (g )  = 4%(b, a). 
Then b c A,.~ by Theorem 3.12 and hence b is unique satisfying b = 4%(b, _a). Thus 
(b, al, • • •, an) ~ ,~a"+~ is the unique solution of E. [] 
Remark. It is clear that Theorem 3.13 still holds when allowing parameters from A~a. 
The converse of Theorem 3.13 is trivially true, i.e. given a c A~ we can find a 
guarded system of equations E over ca(2, ~)  having a in its solution vector. What 
is interesting is that we can choose E over T(Z, ~), where T(2, ~) denotes the set 
of Z-terms over ~ obtained in the usual way by clauses (i) and (ii) of Definition 
3.1. This is the essential content of the following lemma: 
3.15. Lemma. Let T ~ (~( ~, 2~) have its free variables among Z1,  o . o , Zm.  Then there 
are variables Xt ,  . • . ,  Xn, distinct from the Z~, and terms t l , . . . ,  t, c 
T(2, {X~, . . . ,  X,}~) FV(T)), n I> 1, such that 
(i) the system E of  equations 
, 
X~ t~ 
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is guarded, and 
(ii) i f  p~, . . . ,p , ,~A,~ and E[p~, . . . ,pm/Z~, . . . ,Zm]  is the equation system 
obtained f rom E by substituting (c~-terms for ) P i , . . . ,  Pm for Z1 , . . . ,  Zm then its 
unique solution (a , , . . . ,  a,) c A~ is such that a~ = &T(Pl, • • •, Pro) with (a T interpreted 
w.r.t. Z l ,  . . . , Zm. 
Proof. For the inductive proof we define some auxiliary rank and height functions. 
Let r: ~(~, ~)  -) to be defined by 
r (Y )=0 where Yc  
r ( ( r (T l , . . . ,  Tk) )=max{r (T l ) , . . . ,  r(TD}, and 
r(tx YT)  = r (T)  + 1. 
Let h : ~(~, ~)  ~ to be defined by 
h (Y )= l  whereyc  
h( ( r (T , , . . . ,  Tk ) )=max{h(T~) , . . . ,h (Tk)}+ l, and 
h(l~ YT)  = 1. 
We prove the lemma by induction on r(T). In order to carry us through the 
induction we also need to prove 
u u 
(iii) if Z c FV(T) is guarded in T then X1 .-~ Z, where ~ is the transitive closure 
of-% in E. 
r(T) = 0. We use induction on h (T). Suppose h (T) = 1. Then either T is a variable 
or a constant symbol in ~. These cases are trivial. Suppose h(T)> 1, that is 
T = tr(T~ . . . .  , Tk), with k/> 1. Inductively there are systems of equations Ei, 
[ x',?til 
[Xi . ,  = ti 
satisfying the lemma including (i)-(iii) for 7]. We may assume that the variables 
Xj are all distinct. Let Y be a new variable and let E be the following equation system: 
[Y-- xf) 
/ 
k 
Clearly E is of the right form. We show (i)-(iiii) for E. 
(i) E is guarded since Y is a new variable, the variables X~ are all distinct, X~ 
appears only in E~, and each E~ is guarded. 
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(ii) Let p=p~, . . . ,pmeA,~ and consider E[p~, . . . ,pm/Z~, . . . ,Zm] .  Let its 
unique solution be (y, Xll,..., Thus y , . .  x~). = O-(Xll ., X~) and, inductively, xl = 
~bT,(_p). But then 
y = ,~(4 ,T , (p ) ,  • • • ,  6~(p) )  
= 6~(6~(e) ,  • • • ,  6~(_p) )  
- -  6 . ( _p) .  
(iii) Let Z e FV(T) be guarded in T, and assume Y-% Z in E. Then for some i, 
u i u Y-~ X~ and X~ .-7. Z. In particular, o- is unguarded. Now, X~ -~. Z must take place 
i within E~ and hence Z occurs in some tj. But then z e FV(T~). Furthermore, Z is 
guarded in 7], since Z is guarded in T and ~ is unguarded. This contradicts the 
induction hypothesis (iii) for T~ and E~. 
r (T )>0.  Again we use induction on h(T). Suppose h(T )= 1. Then T=/zYT '  
where Y is guarded in T' and we may assume Y is not among Z1 , . . . ,Zm.  
Furthermore r(T') < r(T) so the lemma, including (iii), holds for T'. Let E'  be the 
corresponding system of equations for T' 
X = t t 
E'  
Xn = tn. 
Then let E be 
Clearly E has the correct form. We now prove (i)-(iii). 
(i) If Y ~ FV(T') then Y does not occur in any ti and hence X1 -~ Y. If Y e FV(T') 
then, since Y is guarded in T', XI -,~ Y by the induction hypo[hesis (iii). In any 
u * 
case X~ .-~ Y in E' and hence neither in E. Suppose there is a non-well-founded 
~-, chain in E. Then it must involve Y since E' is guarded. Thus it must start by 
Xi--% y-L, X 1 . 
u 
But since X I -~ Y, the chain from X~ onwards must stay within E', contradicting 
the fact that E' is guarded• 
(ii) Let _p=pl , . . . ,pm eA~ and let ~T, be the interpretation of T' w.r.t. Y, 
Z~, . . . ,Zm.  Let ~br(p_)=y~A~. Then 
y = fix,(6T,)(_p) = 6T,(Y, _P). 
By the induction hypothesis the unique solution (x~, . . . , xn)eA~ to 
E'[y, P l , . . . ,  Pro~ Y, Z I , .  • •, Zm] is such that x~ = ~bT,(y, p). But then x~ = y and hence 
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(x l , . . . , x , ,y )~A~ +1 is the solution to E[p i , . . . ,pm/Z1, . . . ,Zm]  and x~=y= 
4,~(_p). 
(iii) Suppose Z c FV(T) is guarded in T. Then Z 6 FV(T') and Z is guarded 
u 
in T'. By the induction hypothesis, X1~.  Z in E'. Suppose X~--~Z. in E. 
Then we must have X1 -~ Y --~ Z. But by (i), X1 -~ Y is impossible in E. 
Now suppose h(T )> 1. Then T=~r(T1 , . . . ,  Tk), k>~l, and r( T~) <~ r( T). Thus 
we may assume our induction hypotheses true for T~ and carry on exactly as in the 
case when r(T) =0. [] 
3.16. Theorem. Let a c A~. Then there is a guarded system of equations E over T( X, g~) 
X l  = tl 
E 
Xn=tn  
such that its unique solution ( xl , • • •, xn ) ~ A ~ satisfies a = xl . 
Proof. There is a closed Y-term T~ c~(X, ~f) defining a. Thus the theorem is a 
special case of Lemma 3.15. [] 
To recapitulate, we have shown that over the inverse limit model ,4, guarded 
equation systems over q3(~, ~f) and guarded equation systems over T(X, ~f) define 
exactly the same elements, namely those elements definable by closed ~d-terms. 
Let us consider the above results in the context of ultrametric algebras• Given a 
bounded ultrametric X-algebra A with nonexpansive operations we know by 
Theorem 2.8 that there is a family {~n} of separating congruences on A such that 
the contraction operations in A are s-congruent with respect o ---n. Thus tr~ 2 is 
a guarded operation with respect o ---n just in case tr is a contraction operation• 
Consequently Theorems 3.13 and 3.16 hold for bounded ultrametric algebras when 
guardedness i  reformulated in terms of contractions• In fact, these theorems hold 
without the hypothesis on boundedness. 
4. Applications 
In this section we appply our results to process algebra and to Milner's regular 
behaviors• A main result is that, over the inverse limit or projective model, a process 
is definable in an appropriate subsystem of process algebra by a guarded system of 
equations if, and only if, that process is definable by a guarded Milner expression. 
The literature on process algebra is by now quite vast. We choose [8] and [9] as 
basic general references and leave for the interested reader to proceed from there. 
We will now sketch the construction of the projective model for BPAs, basic 
process algebra with deadlock. Let A be a set, to be thought of as a set of atomic 
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acts, and let 6 ~ A be a symbol, representing deadlock. We consider the signature 
2={+, . ,6 ,  a :aeA} 
where + and • are binary operation symbols, to be thought of  as nondeterministic 
choice and sequential composit ion respectively, and the remaining symbols are 
constants. The axioms BPA~ are: 
x+y =y+x (A1) 
x+(y+z)=(x+y)+z  (A2) 
x + x= x (A3) 
(x+y)z=xz+yz  (A4) 
(xy)z  = x(yz)  (A5) 
x + 6 = x (A6) 
6x = 6 (A7) 
Let A,o =(A~,; + , . ,  6, a: a eA)  be the initial algebra of  BPA~, that is A,o = 
T(2;)/BPA~ where T (2)  is the term algebra over ~. To define functions on A,o it 
generally suffices to define them on FCPE, the finite closed process expressions, 
defined inductively by 
(i) Ac  FCPE, 6 e FCPE 
(ii) a cA ,  xe  FCPE ~ axe  FCPE 
(iii) x, yeFCPE ~ x+yeFCPE.  
As usual, we have written xy for x.  y. It is easy to see that for te  T(2;), 
t e FCPE ~ t = ~ai + ~bjXj 
where a ie  A ~ {6}, bj ~ A and xj c FCPE. 
An important point is that certain enlarged theories, such as ACP, also have Ao) 
expanded with the additional operations as a model. 
For each n t> 0 define the approximation map 7rn : Ao~ ~ Ao, by 
• ro(x ) = 6, 7r,(8) = t~, 7r,(a) = a, for n/> 1, a c A 
7r,+,(ax)=aTr,(x),  7r,(x + y )= Tr,(x)+Tr,(y). 
Here 7rn(x) should be thought of as the nth approximation of  x. Thus if x is 
represented as a finite tree then 7rn(x) is the tree chopped off above level n. 
4.1. Definition. For each n~>0 define -=n on A,o by 
x =-,y ¢:~ 7r,(x)=Tr,(y) .  
4.2. Lemma. {~-n},<o, is a family of  separating congruences on A,o. 
The proof  of  the lemma is well-known. However, it should be noted that some 
work is necessary to show that -=, is a congruence with respect o multiplication, 
since ~r, is not a morphism with respect to multiplication. This slight difficulty is 
the reason we are able to obtain nontrivial guarded terms. 
For each a c A, we introduce a unary function a* : A~ ~ Ao~ by a*(x)  = ax. 
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4.3. Lemma. Each a* is s-congruent. 
Proof. I f  7r,(x) = 7r,(y) then ~n+l (aX)  = alr,(x) = a~',(y) = 7rn+l(ay). [] 
let 2;* = E u {a*: a ~ A} and consider A,o as a 2*-algebra. Then A ~ = lim~ Ao~/=-, 
is the projective model of BPA~. A topological version of the projective model for 
processes was first introduced by De Bakker and Zucker [7]. 
Let ~ be an infinite set of variables and consider T(£* ,  ~),  the set of terms over 
2;* and ~. By letting Sg = {a*: a ~ A}w A w {6}, which is permissible by Lemma 
4.3, our notion of guarded systems of equations over T(2*,  ~f) correspond exactly 
to the notion considered in process algebra. 
We say that a process a ~ A ~ is defined by a system of equations E over T(2;*, ~f) 
[X l  = tl 
E ) 
[xo t° 
where each ti ~ T(2*,  X) if there is a solution (x~, . . . ,  x,) c (A~)" such that a = x~. 
Considering ~3(2;*, ~)  we obtain the set A~ of Y-definable elements of A ~. Thus 
A~ is a 2*-substructure of A ~, by Theorem 3.12, and A,o c A~ since A,o is generated 
by 2. 
Theorems 3.13 and 3.16 now translate into 
4.4. Theorem. Every guarded system of  equations over BPA8 has a unique solution 
and it lies in A~. 
4.5. Theorem. A process a ~ A °~ is definable by a guarded system of  equations over 
BPA~ /f, and only if, a ~ A~. 
Remark. In enlarged theories of process algebra, such as ACP, the same theorems 
hold. Of course, more processes are definable in the enlarged theories by guarded 
systems of equations and also by Y-terms. For example, ACP adds to BPA8 operators 
for concurrency and axioms for reducing concurrency to nondeterminism. In [6] 
projection operators and axioms for ready trace semantics are added to ACP to 
make a system RTS. To RTS can be added the renaming operators and their axioms, 
and the readiness and saturation axioms of [9] to make an interesting axiomatization 
of failures. 
We now turn to regular behaviours as described in Milner [16]. Let ~ be an 
infinite set of variables and let A be a set (of atomic acts). Let E = {+, 8} u A where 
+ is a binary operation symbol, 8 is a constant symbol and each a c A is a unary 
operation symbol. Then the set of expressions is FT(2;, ~f). Milner defines an 
equivalence relation - on the set of expressions using strong bisimulation, a concept 
originally due to Park [18]. A main result in Milner [16] is the existence of an 
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axiomatization for regular behaviours which is consistent and complete with respect 
to t . 
Let A ~ be the projective model of axioms A1, A2, A3, A6 with respect o the 
signature £ above. Let E be an expression with free variables among X1 , . . . ,  An. 
Then let &E:D(A~)"~ D(A ~) be the interpretation of E w.r.t. X1 , . . . ,  X, as in 
Definition 3.3. 
With this interpretation we restrict ourselves to ~3-expressions, i.e. to q3(-Y, g(), in 
order that A °~ should be closed under the interpretation. It is a tedious exercise to 
prove that the interpretation of expressions in ~3(_Y, g(), restricted to A ~, is sound. 
4.6. Theorem. A process a c A ~ is definable by a guarded system of  equations over 
A1, A2, A3, A6 tf, and only if, a is the interpretation of  a %expression. 
The basic properties of the projective limit models of ACP have been axiomatized 
in [5] in a system called concrete process algebra. Two other interesting papers on 
these models are [14, 15]. 
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